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The Wisdom of Jade



Today’s Agenda

• History and why this is a passion for me and should be for you

• What is the revenue cycle – let’s really define it

• As CEO of the Revenue Cycle, what is my role?

• Minimizing risks

• Increasing efficiency

• Manage the costs

• Leadership  - your most important job





The Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA) defines revenue cycle as "All 
administrative and clinical functions that contribute to the capture, management, and 
collection of patient service revenue." In other words, it is a term that includes the entire 
life of a patient account from creation to payment.

What is REVENUE CYCLE?  
The cycle that begins with 

meeting of potential customers, 
following any transactions during 
the period of sales and continues 

with a company/customer 
relationship. Every person and 
every department is part of the 

revenue cycle.



My ResponsibilityOwn the vision

Provide the proper resources

Build the culture

Make good decisions

Deliver performance

• As an owner of any business

• As the owner of the revenue cycle



Be the Evangelist of the Vision

Your job is to make sure ………
• You craft the rev cycle vision in line with the hospital’s vision

• The vision is lofty and inspiring

• Everyone is aware of the vision and goals – etch it into their 
minds

• Everyone has a defined job that leads to the vision

• Everyone is fully trained and competent in their tasks

• Everyone is fully aware of their job and how it impacts the team

• Everyone is engaged in their tasks and avoids autopilot

• Everyone is fully aware of how they are doing - daily

• Everyone is held accountable for their own performance

• Everyone is aware of their teams performance

• Everyone communicates openly and often



Provide the Proper Resources

• First you must understand all aspects of the 
business

• Balance the resources – capital and people
• Goal – prepare team for success
• Keep the tools current
• Maximize the technology you’ve invested in



Build the Culture

• Culture is important and as the leader you must take it 
seriously

• Results in engaged employees who perform their best

• Consistent values within the department

• Constantly measure culture

• Round with your team

• Employee satisfaction surveys



Best Place to Work



Make Good Decisions

• Be aware the impact your decisions have

• You can’t be the expert in everything

• Know what decisions to make and when to 
leave it to subordinate

• Build a team that makes good decisions –
mission critical

• Ready, aim, fire V.S. ready, fire, aim



Deliver Performance

• You set the bar

• Hold everyone to a high standard

• Blue Angels

• Choose the right metrics to prove your 

performance
 Easily measured

 Direct correlation with business performance

 Predictive of future performance

 Comparable to competition

 Isolated to factors controlled completely by the team

 Trust but verify



What are the risks to “your” business?

• Strategic Risk

• Compliance Risk

• Operational Risk

• Financial Risk

• Reputational Risk



Strategic Risk

• Do you have a well thought out business plan?

• Are you keeping up with changes in the industry?

• Kodak example

• CAH example

• Patient Collections

• Are you meeting with you team to discuss

• Skate where the puck is going to be

• Have a person or team that is focused on changes



Compliance Risk

• Are you complying with all the laws and 
regulations of your business and the policies 
of your organization?

• Are you keeping current on all the changes?

• Compliance risks result in financial and 
reputational risk

• In our industry, compliance risk can close the 
doors

• Compliance and revenue cycle



Operational Risk

• A possible failure of your day to day 
operations

• People, Process, and Technology

• Events outside of your control

• Results are poor service, delayed or lost 
reimbursement, reputation damage

• Build in plan B – ask what if during strategy 
sessions

• Can be a sudden demise or a slow death of 
the business

• Be aware/be proactive/don’t accept



Reputational Risk

• Even in a captive market, your reputation is everything

• Great care episode can be ruined by a poor financial 
services experience

• Hospitals can lose community support and leakage to 
other facilities

• Demoralizes employees

• Partner resistance

• Patients more likely to pay if things are timely and 
communication happens



Financial Risks

• Most of the risk categories have financial risks

• Protect the flow of money
– Payer contracts 
– Untimely accounts
– Denials
– Underpayments
– Lost charges
– Coding errors
– Unbilled
– Self-pay process and policy

• Low balance accounts



• Throughput is the measure
– New accounts versus resolved accounts
– Complete a cradle to grave audit once a year

• Automate whatever tasks you can

• Encourage – insist on communication 

• Analyze the process

• Outsource when appropriate

• Encourage innovation

• Remember production is not efficiency
• Touches to resolution
• QA for quality first

Increasing Efficiency



Cost Ownership

• Many revenue cycle managers don’t watch 
costs

• Number one cost and most control…Labor
– Measure revenue per employee
– First answer isn’t add an FTE

• Review all partner contracts annually

• Additional revenue is always good but a dollar 
saved on cost goes direct to bottom-line

• Review non-labor cost on regular basis – HRG 
twice a year

• Set a budget and be accountable for it

• What is the ROI on any investment



Labor Savings

Staffing for 
Production

Automation Maximize and 
reward resolution



Staffing for Production

• Staffed just right

• Formula
– Number of accounts
– Number of touches to resolution
– Number of touches per rep per day

– 15,000 x 1.2 touches to resolution = 18,000 touches to resolve inventory
– 18,000 ÷ 3 months = 6000 touches per month needed
– 6000 ÷ 21 working days per month = 285.7 accounts per day
– 285.7 ÷ 55 accounts touched per rep per day = 5.19 Follow-up reps
– Meets the challenge – enough and within budget
– Expect changes as you automate more





• Lessons from Toyota

• Partnered with payers
– Collaborative approach
– Shared innovation
– Open sharing of data

• Vendors treated as partners

• Community partners

Treat your Partners like they are Partners



Despite technology advances, 
we are still a people driven industry



They have a passion for the job

They walk the walk – set a great example

They care for the people – Empathy and love

They are fair in all their dealings

They communicate often and share openly

They are a strategic thinkers

Leadership Traits



• Never stop learning

• Allow yourself time for strategy

• Take time for your priorities besides 
work

• Acknowledge your accomplishments

• Have fun 

• Be passionate about your work

• Share that passion with your team

Personal Lessons



Hope is not a strategy



GREG WEST

To download slides, visit:

hrgpros.com/revcyclebackbone

gwest@hrgpros.com
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